Binding of RNA by the alfalfa mosaic virus movement protein is biphasic.
The movement protein of alfalfa mosaic virus was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified by cation exchange chromatography. The purified protein bound single-stranded RNA cooperatively in a biphasic manner. At protein saturation, RNA/protein complexes (designated 'primary complexes') were detected by a nitrocellulose-retention assay within 1 min of mixing, both at 4 and 22 degrees C. In contrast, an incubation of 30 min at 22 degrees C was necessary to obtain electrophoretically retarded complexes ('stabilized complexes'), containing a large number of protein molecules bound stably to each molecule of RNA. Stabilization did not take place at 4 degrees C. The rate of formation of the primary complexes was strongly dependent on protein concentration, and thus appeared limited by a bimolecular interaction. In contrast, the rate of stabilization was independent of protein concentration, suggesting that this process consisted of a rearrangement of the primary complexes without binding of additional protein molecules. In agreement with this suggestion, the amount of complexed RNA at equilibrium was the same when assayed by nitrocellulose retention and by electrophoretic retardation. The possibility that these peculiar kinetics could be caused by the presence of Tween 20 in the incubation media is discussed.